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Description:
Independent Project Records is pleased to present a vinyl edition of Backyards,
the beautiful new album from Champaign, Illinois’ Lanterna. This 10-song collection
is multi-instrumentalist Henry Frayne’s most compelling work to date,
where he crafts musical landscapes interweaving layers of warm, instrumental
sonic tapestries. For Frayne, the inception of Backyards began almost a decade
ago and is a culmination of his career as a versatile musician best known for
blending genres and bending guitar styles to create layers of airy overtones.
Behind most of the songs on the Backyards album is an acoustic guitar part written
while sitting outside in the open air with a hummed melody later replaced by
echoey guitars. Frayne composed the underlying textures of the record with a
heavy influence from the Nashville tuning, the practice of utilizing very light
strings to produce an angelic sound. Frayne learned this Nashville tuning from
bandmate Brendan Gamble during their time in The Moon Seven Times. “As I’ve
worked on Backyards I was drawn to some old live recordings of The Syndicate,
Ack-Ack, Area, and The Moon Seven Times, bands I played with in the past,”
Frayne explains. Lanterna’s music has always been about taking a journey
through sound, and there are echoes of these four groups all over this new album.

Track list:
A1 Backyards
A2 Hollows
A3 Verdant
A4 Coastal Route
A5 Resigned
B1 1995
B2 Monticello Farm
B3 Sicily
B4 Island Lake
B5 Mill Shoals
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